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360 Pool Safety
An all round guide to pool safety
Keep you and your kids safe and enjoy your pool with peace of mind
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Aura Pool Services are trusted pool professionals. We maintain a strong dedication to our
customers, which has helped us establish a reputation that is second to none in the swimming pool
industry. Our success is firmly rooted in our belief that providing exceptional service is our number
one priority.
Each week, our trained professionals provide residential and commercial properties with
swimming pool solutions, including Pool Safety Inspections, Pool fence inspections, Pool
Maintenance and Pool Cleaning. Whether it is a weekly, fortnightly or monthly pool clean or
equipment check for a home owner or a daily chemical check for a commercial property, we have
the training, the tools, and the support to handle any need that may arise.
We provide our customers with the peace of mind that comes with dealing with a market leader.

Contact us now for all your swimming pool needs.
Dave Rabone
Phone 0422 882 292
Email: info@aurapools.net
Website: www.aurapools.net
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Introduction
First, I want to thank you for downloading this e-book. Here, you will find useful information about
proper pool maintenance water quality and safe use of your pool. The overall maintenance of your
pool is crucial due to the fact it prevents various health issues and health problems associated with
imbalance of pool chemicals and poor water quality.
Besides pool maintenance tricks and tips, you’ll also get to see different ideas to improve safety
in and around the pool area in order to prevent unfortunate accidents. Remember, working with
professionals who can improve the safety of your pool in every aspect (water quality and safety for
swimmers) is always recommended.

Chapter 1: Safety with Pool Chemicals
Although nobody really likes to think about pool maintenance it’s something you have to do to ensure
your pool is in perfect condition. It’s needless to mention that pool maintenance decreases potential
health risks. Let’s start with pool chemicals first.

List of chemicals that might be used
Below is the list of the most commonly used pool chemicals for maintenance in and around the pool.

Water balancers
•

pH increaser (Soda Ash, Sodium Carbonate) – increases the pH value of the pool, usually
found in the powder form, but it’s also possible to find it in liquid form

•

pH decreaser (Sodium Bisulfate) – lowers the pH value of the pool water while slightly lowering
alkalinity. Usually found in powder form, but it’s also available in liquid form too

•

Alkalinity increaser (Sodium Bicarbonate, baking soda) – increases alkalinity of the pool
water with little to no alteration of pH

•

Alkalinity decreaser (Sodium Bisulfate, Muriatic Acid) – lowers both alkalinity and pH value

•

Calcium hardness increaser (Calcium Chloride) – increases the total hardness of the pool
water

Sanitizers
These are, by far, the most important chemicals necessary for pool maintenance.
•

Chlorine – found in liquid, granular, and tablet form

•

Bromine – available in tablet and granular form. It’s consider to be gentler for swimmer’s skin
than chlorine

•

Biguanide – entirely Chlorine and Bromine free, incompatible with some pool chemicals

•

Ionization – a natural alternative to pool chemicals

Algaecides
•

Quaternary Ammonia – found in liquid form, great for maintenance and light algae growth

•

Polyquats – used for stubborn algae growth

•

Metallic, mostly copper based, – used primarily for stubborn and persistent algae growth

•

Borates (Borax, Sodium Tetraborate) – inhibits algae growth by impairing its ability to process
carbon dioxide

•

Bromine salts (Sodium Bromide) – effective for mustard and black algae

Shock/Oxidizers
•

Sodium Di-Chlor

•

Calcium Hypochlorite

•

Lithium Hypochlorite

•

Sodium Hypochlorite

•

Non-Chlorine Oxidizer

Supportive pool chemicals
•

Clarifiers

•

Metal removers

•

Stain and scale inhibitors

•

Cyanuric acid (stabilizer)

How to safely store and use pool chemicals
It is incredibly important to store and use pool chemicals adequately. Here are some tips that will
help you:
Safe storage of pool chemicals
Pool chemicals should be:
•

Stored in a plastic crate if in liquid form to contain leaks and prevent chemicals from mixing
in case they spill

•

Separated, as they can cause exothermic (even explosive) reactions if mixed together. Keep
chemicals separated from one another.

•

Kept away from children and stored in areas that are dry, cool, and lockable

•

Kept away from petroleum products

•

Should NOT be stored with cleansers, alcohol, acids, small quantities of water, soap powders
etc.

Safe usage of pool chemicals
•

Buy quantities you know you can use by the expiration date on the label

•

Use chemicals according to instructions

•

Dispose of water testing samples and split chemicals safely

•

Don’t mix chemicals together

•

If chemicals accidentally enter your eye, you should flood the eyeball with clean water and go
to the hospital immediately

•

Use only dry and clean measuring scoops made from plastic, metal, and porcelain

•

Wash spilt chemicals on the clothes and skin at once with a lot of water

•

Use separate measuring scoop for each chemical

•

Add chemicals to water, don’t pour water onto chemicals.

•

Wear a respirator to avoid breathing powder or fumes

•

Wear gloves and avoid skin contact

•

Wear eye protection

Chapter 2: Safety with Water Quality
Inadequate maintenance or complete lack of it can pose as a huge threat to one’s health.

Issues and health problems caused by poor chemical balance and water quality
Poor water quality and improper chemical balance can potentially cause the following issues and
health problems:
•

Dry skin, irritations of the skin

•

Premature ageing (due to loss of moisture in the skin)

•

Allergies

•

Increased risk of respiratory diseases such as asthma and bronchospasm

•

Dental enamel erosion

•

In some cases, spontaneous abortions and stillbirths in women

•

Bladder problems

•

Eye problems

How to test and maintain proper chemical balance
•

The ideal chemical balance in the pool is: pH 7.4 – 7.6, alkalinity 100 – 150 ppm, calcium 100
– 200 ppm

•

Test the water regularly to adjust the chemicals if necessary

•

Clean the pool regularly/maintain the pool equipment

•

Throw a tennis ball or two into the pool to remove surface oils created by sunscreens, body
and air oils

•

Add chemicals in the pool at night

•

Run the pump and filter at night

•

Maintain the pool stabilizer level

•

Control pool alkalinity with baking soda

•

Tree branches and leafy plants should be kept away from water

•

Clean filter regularly

•

Run filter less during the day

•

Heat the pool only when plan to use it

•

Install LED pool lighting

•

Install a solar pump

•

Create a wind break

•

Get a pool cover

•

Hire a professional to set up chemical balance and clean the pool perfectly

•

First adjust pH value, then adjust pH stabilizer, and then adjust sanitizer

•

Brush off algae on floor or steps.

Chapter 3: Pool Fence Safety
Pool fence safety is, simply, necessary to prevent accidents, particularly if small children are involved.

Checklist for compliance with QLD government regulations
You can visit this website to determine whether your pool meets the latest standards and regulations
in Queensland.

Check whether the pool fence prevents small children from entering the pool
•

Pool fence should be at least 1200 mm high from a solid ground surface

•

Space between the highest and the lowest horizontal rails should be 900 mm

•

Boundary fence is at least 1800 mm

•

Gap under the fence isn’t longer than 100 mm

•

Spacing between vertical rails isn’t bigger than 100 mm

•

There are no sharp edges, projections, or similar hazards around

Check the pool gate
•

It should swing outwards only

•

Gap under the gate isn’t higher than 100 mm

•

Has a self-closing device

•

Can’t be locked in an open position

•

Gap between the post and the latching side of the gate isn’t bigger than 10 mm

•

Latch is minimum 1500 mm above the ground

Fence and gates must be in good condition to be effective

•

All fittings and fixtures are tight and secure

•

Welds on panels are secure, unbroken and free from corrosion

•

Posts and gates are solid and free from excessive corrosion

•

Footings and posts are firm, not removable

Pool surroundings
•

A resuscitation sign is displayed inside the pool area and is clearly visible from all parts of the
pool and not fitted to the lower part of the pool fence creating a climbing hazard with the top
surface of the sign being less than 1200mm from the ground

•

Chemicals, chairs and toys are stored in a safe area and away from pool fence

•

Barbeques, clothes, trees, and shrubs aren’t near water.

Hints and tips for keeping fences and access safe
•

Ensure there are no area around the fence that children could use to climb over

•

Fence should be rigorously constructed and in good condition

•

Check any windows that could allow a child to go from your house directly into the pool area

•

Secure the window permanently so that it can never be opened any further than 100mm

•

Installing window locks is not acceptable as they can be easily left unlocked

•

If the internal height of your window is more than 900mm, the window can be secured with a
fixed security screen NOT flyscreen

•

Optimize the space, establish a perfect balance between pool area and area for relaxation or
barbeque in the backyard

•

You must have sufficient access to and around the pool

Chapter 4: Safe Use of Swimming Pools
According to multiple reports, a child between 0 to 5 years drowns in Australia each week.
Furthermore, six children a week are admitted to hospital due to immersion incident. Luckily, it’s
possible to avoid these unfortunate events just by paying more attention to safety in pool areas.

Supervision of children
•

Be within arm’s reach when the children are in the pool

•

Establish ground rules for using the home pool

•

Take a child to swimming lessons to promote swimming skills

•

Keep life-saving supplies on hand

•

Never leave kids alone at the pool

•

If a child is going to a friend’s house, ensure the children will be supervised at all times

•

Teach kids about water safety from an early age

•

Children should use coastguard-approved life vests in case their swimming skills aren’t strong
just yet

•

Learn CPR

•

Make sure children aren’t playing near the drain or suction outlets

Appropriate behavior around pools
•

Proper swimwear attire is required

•

No running around the pool

•

No pushing, shoving, horseplay, and other displays of inappropriate behavior

•

No diving into the shallow end of the pool

•

Backward dives and flips shouldn’t be allowed

•

Children who aren’t toilet trained must wear swim nappies

•

People who can’t swim shouldn’t go deeper than the shallow end

•

Glass and sharp objects shouldn’t be near the pool area

•

Shower with soap and water before entering the pool

•

Shower after you’re finished swimming in the pool

•

Always leave the pool for restroom needs

•

Never swallow pool water

•

Don’t swim while sick or with open wounds.

Conclusion
The primary purpose of this e-book was to explain and list useful tips that promote overall pool
safety. Throughout the pages of this e-book, you have had the opportunity to find out more about
proper maintenance, chemicals used, as well as how to improve the safety conditions around your
pool.
Maintenance of the pool is essential for the overall well-being of swimmers. In case you have no
time to spare to ensure proper chemical balance and water quality, you can always hire
professionals who can do it for you.
The next step for you is to make sure that your pool meets all regulations listed in this book.
Thank you.

Disclaimer
The e-book is only meant as a brief guide to pool maintenance and pool safety. It is not intended to
be a comprehensive guide.
You are encouraged to seek further information regarding Pool Barrier Safety from QBCC website:
www.qbcc.qld.gov.au (choose Pool Safety drop down menu).
A more comprehensive guide for Safe Storage of Pool Chemicals can be found at:
www.cdc.gov/healthyswimming
The document is provided in good faith, we take no responsibility for errors and omissions.

